
TRUMPET Z & THE BOOGIE 
We are a 4 piece band performing mostly live 80s/90s/00s rap covers but usually spice up the night with a                    
dash of original raps put to funk beats from the 70s and 80s. Formed in July 2017, we have been regularly                     
sought after in venues throughout Singapore and perform weekly in the city’s hottest night spot, Lulu’s                
Lounge. Although we connect best with 30 to 45 year olds who grew up with the likes of “Ice, Ice, Baby”                     
and “Regulate”, we use familiar grooves from groups such as the Jackson 5 and Funkadelic to keep                 
groups of all ages dancing while our jazz solos are usually when people decide to enjoy conversations                 
amongst themselves (we cannot condone this behavior, but we’ve conceded to this grim reality). We are a                 
band who truly enjoys the music we play - it’s undeniable when you see just how much fun we have on                     
stage.  
 

TRUMPET and VOCALS : Daniel Z’berg (Trumpet Z)                                @thetrumpetz 
Trumpet Z started playing trumpet in 1994 in California where he studied with many local Drum Corps                 
International (DCI) alumni. Trumpet Z performs regularly with many different ensembles in a number of               
different styles including hip-hop, Latin, Indian pop, funk, and jazz. He’s recently performed for large               
events such as: Singapore Grand Prix (2017), Vasantham LIVE (2017), and the UK tour of the Addam’s                 
Family Musical in Singapore (2017). In his childhood, Trumpet Z would write rap parodies with his                
friends but his lyrics became more conscious and geared toward more controversial subjects as he grew                
up.  
 

BASS : Leonard Ng    @billierollyjean 
Carving out the grooves on the bass is homegrown Singapore talent Leonard Ng. Leonard's style is                
heavily influenced by 70s/80s funk and should bands such as Earth Wind and Fire, Lakeside, and                
Pleasure. Having been a dancer first, Leonard focuses on creating bass lines that make the crowd want to                  
dance. Being able to adapt to a wide variety of music styles has helped earned him session roles with                   
many local artists and bands such as: Kyla T, Sabby & the Cats, and Sons of Ben. 
 

KEYS : Nolan Bradbury               @nolanbradbury 
Nolan Bradbury is well recognised and respected for his professionalism, personality, and style. He has               
performed with numerous major event performances and partnered with the mega-retailer, Target, to             
create, co-produce, and arrange the annual Waterfront Christmas CD - which featured some of Australia's               
best performers. Nolan was undertook an onscreen Music Director role on Network 10's Good Morning               
Australia alongside Bert Newton and moved on to perform with various artists from The Peter Sullivan                
Big Band to The Drifters. Nolan continues performing, writing, arranging, and producing for a number of                
projects in SE Asia. 

https://www.instagram.com/thetrumpetz/
https://www.instagram.com/billierollyjean/
https://www.instagram.com/nolanbradbury/

